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The current emphasis in the Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI)1~3 field is on knowledge based expert
systems, and the corresponding fields of knowledge
engineering. Systems which lack domain-specific
knowledge are unable to perform anything but trivial
tasks, while sophisticated expert systems have the
promise of at least equaling the performance of. s
human expert.

In AI, knowledge representation is the combina-
tion of data structures, and the procedures which
operate on these data structures, so as to lead to
knowledgeable behavior; we do not in general refer
to the data structures as knowledge, but rather
merely as facts. We consider the combination of
facts and procedures as the knowledge of the
system.

The ability to represent knowledge is often
considered essential to build a system with reason-
ing capabilities.3 In computer science a good solu-
tion often depends on a good representation, thus
the first step in software development is the selec-
tion of a proper representation. For AI applica-
tions, this choice is particularly important, and,
in fact, some researchers do not segregate AI from
the representation problem.

In an attempt to classify knowledge, we say
that knowledge about a domain consists of facts
about the domain, rules for predicting changes,

There are significant problems; the repre-
sentation of knowledge is separate from the heu-
ristic part. First order logic does now allow
direct representation of theorem about theorems.
Thus, heuristic knowledge is not easily represented
in a formal logic system. In addition, the standard
way of proving theorems (refutation) becomes badly
bogged down when the amount of knowledge grows in a
so-called combination explosion.

Production Systems

Production systems describe various systems
based on the Idea of condition-action pairs (produc-
tions) •

In general, a production system consists of
three parts, the rule-base, the current context or
state, and a controller. Production systems are
good tools for domain-8peclfic expert systems. They
provide a good "database" for representing an
expert's heuristic information, and they are rela-
tively efficient and accurate. Rules may be added,
deleted, and changed independently. Uniformity of
the rule representation (together with rule indepen-
dence) allows the system to analyze its performance
with respect to the validity of its rules. Uniform-
ity may allow the system to rewrite rules.

Production systems are best suited for domain_s_



"that knowledge about a domain consists of facts
about the domain, rules for predicting changes,
consequences of actions, prediction of unobserved
facts, etc., and finally meta-knowledge (both meta-
facts and meta- rules), that is knowledge about how
to use knowledge.

An intelligent agent is an entity that knows
facts (and meta-facts) about its domain, perceives
new or changing facts, reasons about these facts,
acts accordingly, and finally, learns new rules
based on its actions. This suggests that a knowl-
edge representation scheme must support perception,
reasoning, planning, control and learning.

Logical Representation or (Formal Reasoning)!,2,4

The classical approach to representing knowl-
edge about the world, e.g. "All birds have wings"
would translate into the mathematical formulas;

Tx.bird (x)-> has wings (x).

The advantage of formal logic as a representa-
tion scheme is that there is a well defined set of
rules (Rules of Interface) by which facts known to
be true can be used to derive new facts also known
to be true.

There exists two forms of logic, propositional
logic and predicate logic. First order logic allows
quantification over individuals but not over predi-
cates. First order predicate logic has been popular
in AI research primarily because theorem proving
i.e., deriving new facts from old using the rules of
interference, can be mechanized. In addition, first
order predicate logic is sound (impossible to prove
a false theorem) and complete (any true theorem can
be proved).

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy.

Production systems are best suited for domains
where knowledge is diffuse, i.e., consisting of many
independent facts or actions, and domains where
knowledge is separate from where it will be used.

Procedural Knowledge

Humans generally go about their common tasks
through preformed plans or procedures. Actually
searching the space of possible actions (the basis
of most AI programs) is rare. For example, consider
the task of driving to work, generally this is a
predetermined route, not derived anew each
morning.5

However, we may often be called upon to modify
our plans, generally in a piecemeal fashion (detour
in the road, car won't start, etc.). Procedurism
argues that knowledge about a domain is intrinsical-
ly tied to the knowledge about how the knowledge is
to be used. In addition, much of what we know is
purely procedural. Procedural representations have
advantages, primarily related to efficiency.
Domain-specific heuristic knowledge is easily repre-
sented, and side effects of actions, a problem in
all systems, is most easily handled procedurally,
since the procedure which takes the action may up-
date the database and account for side effects.
This is of particular importance in a large system
which spans various domains.

On the negative side, knowledge in procedures
is difficult to access and change. It is extremely
difficult for procedural systems to analyze and
change their behavior.
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Frames provide a convenient structure for
representing knowledge. Frames support various
features which makes the organization of knowledge
more simple. Frames consist of Information about
objects. For a given frame there are various slots,
for each slot there are various facets. For each
facet there are various datum. Data may be
inherited (say through an A-KIND-OF-SLOT). Request
or additions for data may activate procedures
(demons) (say through IF-NEEDED facet). Old data,
may activate demons (say through the IF-ADDED
facet).

Thus underlying the declarative nature of
frames is a procedural structure, through demons.
Thus, when demons are activated, the attached
procedures provide a means of choosing appropriate
methods (to the current context). General problem
solving methods may be enhanced by domain-specific
heuristics included procedurally at the slot level.

Direct Analogical Representation

Direct representation Is a class of
representation which represents knowledge in a
particularly natural way. An example is a street
map — distance between points in the real world
correspond to distances between analogous points
within the representation. Compare this to
propositional forms of representation, where
proximity in the database has no connection to the
actual location of points.

A good example of direct representation is
Gelerntel's Geometry Proving Machine7, an early
automated theorem prover. This program proved
simple theorems in Euclidean geometry, and relied
heavily on a. diagram to guide r.ho nrnnf mnrh no a

As modern accelerators are becoming more com-
plex day by day, the operators role is becoming more
significant. The reliability and performance of the
operator becomes a crucial factor in fast commis-
sioning and start-up, and continued stable operation
at optimum efficiency. Model-based control is one
of the techniques whose aim is to improve the reli-
ability and enhance the capabilities of the opera-
tor, and therefore of the whole control system. The
main aim of such systems will be to shift control
from operators to computers.

GOLD is a generic orbit and lattice debugger
program developed by Martin Lee (SLAC) and Scott
Clearwater (LANL)9. This consists of

a) A Lattice modelling program (comfort)
b) a beam simulator (plus)
c) graphical workstation environment (VAX)
d) Expert System (ABLE).

There are other modelling techniques which are
used at the Los Alamos National Laboratory!*-*. One
of these is object-oriented programming (OOP). This
encourages developing a computer model which more
closely resembles the real-world problem. This
system uses a symbolic model, implemented in the
Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE) expert
system shell. Such a model has casual relationships
built in, so actions leading up to an event can be
easily described.

At Brookhaven National Laboratory1!, we are
developing an expert system to aid in accelerator
control. Considerable attention was directed to the
representation of knowledge. One must represent the
broad range of interrelated information an expert
knows about the domain. One needs a symbolic lan-
guage capable of dynamic storage allocation, just as



"automated theorem prover. This program proved
simple theorems in Euclidean geometry, and relied
heavily on a diagram to guide the proof, much as a
high school student first draws an appropriate
diagram to solve a geometry problem. In this case,
the diagram was used as a powerful pruning
heuristic. Any hypothesis was considered false if
it was not true in the diagram. The diagram was
also used to establish opionions and facts, for
example, ordering of points. The diagram was also
used to construct new items, like line segments,
triangles etc., if necessary.

A strong advantage of analogical representation
lies in the difference between observation and
deduction. Observaton of facts, in many cases, can
be achieved quickly and easily.

Architecture

Conventional accelerator control systems are
collections of hardware and software intended to^:

a) Receive operator requests for appropriate
changes in current and magnet settings.

b) Convey information about the state of the
beam.

c) Performs similar functions for other
subsystems like RF, vacuum, etc.

The conventional software has acquired in time
"user friendliness". The operator is the key
component of such systems when the machine is being
commissioned for different modes of operation. If
unexpected behavior is observed, the operator is
expected to take appropriate action to bring things
back to normal. At this stage the appropriate
action of the operator depends upon the operator's
knowledge of that particular accelerator.

knows about the domain. One needs a symbolic lan-
guage capable of dynamic storage allocation, just as
an expert's knowledge is both symbolic and dynamic.
Thus, expert systems are differentiated from high
performance, special purpose programs by their use
of dynamic symbolic data representations and sym-
bolic reasoning.

The most important issue which we faced in con-
structing an expert system for beam control was the
representation of knowledge. Beam control knowledge
may be divided into three domains. The first is the
control segment, i.e., how does one actually change
or examine the state of a device. The second seg-
ment is the knowledge of how devices effect the
beam, i.e., what the specific device's relationship
is to the beam. Finally, there are the rules
governing how one varies the state of various beam
devices to achieve a desired effect or state.

The very lowest level of knowledge is the set
of control processes. Within the control processes
are embedded all the details of how to control a
particular device, i.e., how to change the state of
the device or read back the current state of the
device. We have developed the control system around
groups of controllable entities which we call logi-
cal devices. Ultimately, only logical devices are
controllable. It is the domain of higher levels of
software to create abstractions constructed out of
logical devices. We group all knowledge concerning
the control of logical devices into the so-called
control segment.

There are two types of data within the control
segment. One is the software which formats the mes-
sages to be sent to devices, and the other is static
data about logical devices. Device messages are en-
tirely implemented in C, with a formal fixed syntax.



We next considered knowledge of accelerator devices
at a higher level, that Is with regard to the func-
tionality. The word device now takes a wider mean-
ing. It may not simply be a logical device with a
single set point, but rather may be a set of devices
which together form a single function. However,
before we consider knowledge of the functional de-
vices, we describe our use of frames, as frames will
be used as the representations of higher levels of
knowledge.

A frame provides a structural representation of
an object or class of objects. In fact, frames may
be used to represent more than just objects and
classes, but rather any abstract concept. For
example, the rules that form the basis of a rule-
based system may themselves be represented as
frames. One frame may represent a specific beam
profile monitor (harp), while another frame may
represent data common to all harps. A device's
functionality may be represented in its frame,
either directly or inherited through its A-KIND-OF
slot. Most knowledge is procedural which is attach-
ed to the frames via dfcmons.

Frames representing devices which are sensory
in nature must have slots which identify the para-
meter^) that a device is sensing. For example,
there are processes running at all times which
obediently report that a device has fallen out of
tolerance, without any comprehension of the con-
sequences of this particular device being out of
tolerance. In fact, the only task of these pro-
cesses is to inform a cognizant human, i.e., an
accelerator operator, that a device is malfunction-
ing so that the human may assess the significance of
the failure to take appropriate action. The expert
system however, may recognise the impact of a
device's malfunction.
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